ELECTRICAL ABBREVIATIONS

NA  NOT APPLICABLE
NC  NORMALLY CLOSED
NEC  NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE
NEMA  NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
NEUT OR N  NEUTRAL
NFPA  NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION
NIC  NOT IN CONTRACT
NL  NIGHT LIGHT
NO  NORMALLY OPEN
NTS  NOT TO SCALE
OC  ON CENTER
OD  OUTSIDE DIAMETER
OL  OVERLOAD
P  POLE
PB  PULL BOX
PEC  PHOTOELECTRIC CELL
PED  PEDESTAL
PEND  PENDANT
PF  POWER FACTOR
PH  PHASE
PNL  PANEL
PT  POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER
PVC  POLYVINYL CHLORIDE (PLASTIC)
PWR  POWER
RCP  REFLECTED CEILING PLAN
REC  RECESSED
RECEPT  RECEPTACLE
RM  ROOM
RMS  ROOT MEAN SQUARE
REQD  REQUIRED
SCC  SHORT CIRCUIT CAPACITY
SD  SMOKE DETECTOR
SF  SQUARE FOOT (FEET)
SHT  SHEET
SI  INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
SPEC  SPECIFICATION
SPST  SINGLE POLE, SINGLE THROW
SURF  SURFACE
SW  SWITCH
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